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Education is primarily concerned with imparting knowledge. Therefore, we 

should be clear about what we mean by 'Knowledge'. Since Plato is one of the earliest 

educators in the Western world, we propose to begin with an account of Plato's theory 

of knowledge. 

Plato's epistemology is not systerr:.atically found m any one or two of the 

dialogue or dialogues. The Theatetus is indeed devoted to the negative and critical 

considerations of the problems of knowled_§;e. But in his previously published dialogue. 

The Republic, Plato had elaborated this theory of degrees of 'knowledge'. So, we may 

say that the positive treatment preceded the negative and criticaL We also, for the sake 

of a better understanding of Plato's theory of knowledge as a whole, will discuss the 

negative portions first and then the positive aspects will be explained. 

r 

Plato inherited from Socrates the conviction that there can be knowledge in the 

sense of objective and universally valid knowledge, but the wished to demonstrate this 

fact theoretically, so in The Theaetetus Plato's first object is the refutation of false 

theories. Accordingly he challenged the theory of Protagoras that knowledge ts 

perception. His method is to elicit dialectically a clear statement of the theory of 

knowledge implied by the Heraclitean om:::logy and the Protagorean epistemology, to 

exhibit its consequences and to show that rhe conception of 'knowledge' thus attained 
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does not fulfil the requirements of true knov,•ledge at all, since knowledge must be, Plato 

assumes, (i) infallible and (ii) of what is, sense perception is neither the one nor the 

other. 

I. Theaetetus, once encouraged by the question of Socrates, makes an attempt to 

answer the question proposed, and suggests that 'knowledge is nothing but perception'. 

Socrates proposes to raise the objection that if knowledge is perception, then no man can 

be wiser than any other man. For is not each one of us the measure of his own wisdom? 

Moreover, if knowledge and perception are the same, it follows that a man who has 

come to know a thing in the past and still remembers it, does not know it - although he 

remembers it since he does not see it. Conversely, granted that a man can remember 

something he has formerly perceived and know it, even while no longer perceiving it, it 

follows that knowledge and perception cannot be equated. 

Socrates then attacks Protagoras' doctrine understanding on a broader basis, 

"Man is the measure of all things" to all truth. He points out that the majority of people 

believe in knowledge and ignorance and beLeve that they themselves or others can hold 

something to be true which in point of fact is not true. Accordingly, any one who holds 

Protagoras' doctrine to be false is, according to Protagoras himself, holding the truth. 

According to Socrates perception is not the whole of knowledge. There is much 

we know about sensible objects, which is known by intellectual reflection and 

immediately by perception. The conclusions and arguments of mathematics are not 

apprehended by sense. One IT'jght add that our knowledge of a person's character is 

something more than can be explained by the definition, 'knowledge is perception', for 

our knowledge of a person's character is certainly not given in bare sensation. 
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Sense - perception, even within its own sphere, is not knowledge. We cannot 

really be said to know any thing if we have not attained truth about it. But truth is given 

in reflection, in the judgement, not in bare sensation. The bare sensation may give us one 

white surface and a second white surface, but in order to judge the similarity between 

the two, the mind's activity is necessary. 

So, sense - perception is not knowledge. Sense-objects are objects of 

apprehension in some sense, of course, but they elude the mind too much to be objects 

of real knowledge, which must be, as Plato inve said, (i) infallible and (ii) of what is. 

II. Theaetetus again suggested that "knowledge can be, regarded as 'true 

judgement"'. In discussing this suggestion, it is pointed out that a judgement may be true 

without the fact of its truth involving knowledge on the part of the man who makes the 

judgement. Suppose, a man might be tried on a charge of which he was actually not 

guilty, although the circumstantial evidence 'Nas not able to prove him innocent. If, now, 

a skilful lawyer defending the innocent man were able to convince the judge to give the 

verdict 'not guilty', the judgement would actually be a true judgement; but they could 

hardly be said to know the innocehce of the prisoner. The verdict would be a true 

judgement, but it would be based on persuasiOn rather than on knowledge. So, 

knowledge is not simply true judgement. 

III. Theaetetus, in this case, is saying lhat 'knowledge is true judgement plus an 

'account"'. It means that the addition of an ·account' or explanation would convert true 

belief into knowledge. But, Socrates wan1ed to make it clear what does giving an 

account mean? 

1. It cannot mean merely that a correct judgement is expressed in words in the 

sense of true belief If this were the meanic g then no difference will be found between 
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true belief and knowledge. But we have seen that there is a difference between making a 

judgement that happens to be correct (true belief) and making a judgement that one 

knows to be correct (knowledge). 

2. If it means analysis into elementary or knowable parts then in this sense the 

mere process of analysing into elements does not convert true belief into knowledge. For 

instance, the man who could recount the various steps that lead to a conclusion in 

geometry, simply because he had seen them in a book and had learnt them by heart, 

without having really grasped the necessity of the premises and the necessary and 

logical sequence ofthe deduction, would be able to enumerate the 'parts' ofthe theories; 

but he would not have the scientific knowledge ofthe mathematician. 

3. It may also mean 'being able to name some mark by which the thing one is 

asked about differs from everything else'. But this interpretation is also inadequate to 

define knowledge. 

i) Socrates points out that if knowledge of a thing means the addition of its 

distinguishing characteristic to a correct notion of that thing, we are involved in 

an absurd position. To convert the correct notion of Theaetetus in my mind into 

knowledge, I have to add some distinguishing characteristic. But, I cannot be 

said to have a correct notion of Th,:;aetetus, unless this correct notion includes 

Theaetetus' distinguishing characteristics known previously. 

ii) On the other-hand, if my "correct notion" of Theaetetus includes his 

distinguishing characteristics, then it would also ·be absurd to say that I convert 

this correct notion into knowledge !Jy adding differentiating characteristics, since 

this would be equivalent to saying thlt I convert my correct notion of Theaetetus 

into knowledge by addii1g to Theaetews. 
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So, the conclusion to be drawn is not that no knowledge is attained through 

definition by means of a difference, but rather that the individual, sensible object is 

indefinable and is not really the proper object of knowledge at all. This is the real 

conclusion of the dialogue, namely, that true knowledge of sensible objects is 

unattainable, and by implication - that true knowledge must be knowledge of the 

universal and abiding. 

H 

Plato has assumed from the outset that knowledge is attainable, and that 

knO\vledge must be (I) infallible and (ii) of the real. Any state of mind that cannot 

vindicate its claim to both these characteristics cannot be true knowledge. Plato accepts 

from Protagoras the belief in the relativity of sense and sense perception, but he will not 

accept a universal relativism: knowledge, absolute the infallible, is attainable. He 

accepts, too, from Heraclitus the view that the objects of sense-perception, individual 

and sensible particular objects, are always in a state of becoming, of flux, and so are 

unfit to be the objects of the true knowledge. They are indefinite in number, cannot be 

clearly grasped in definition and cannot become the objects of scientific knowledge. The 

object of true knowledge must be stable and abiding, fixed, capable of being grasped in 

clear and scientific definition, which is ofthe universal, as Socrates saw. 

Again, scientific knowledge, as Socrates saw, aims at the definition, at 

crystallizing and fixing knowledge in the clear and unambiguous definition. A scientific 

knowledge of goodness, for instance, musi be enshrined in the definition, whereby the 

mind expresses the essence of goodness. But definition, whereby the mind expresses the 

essence of goodness. But definition concerns the universal. Hence true knowledge is 

knovviedge of the universal. Particular objects change, but the concept of goodness 
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remains the same, and it is in reference to this stable concept that we judge of particular 

objects in respect of goodness. Knowledge of the highest universal will be the highest 

kind of knowledge, while 'knowledge' of the particular will be the lowest kind of 

'knowledge'. 

But, if true knowledge is knowledge of universals, does it not follow that true 

knowledge is knowledge of the abstract c,nd 'unreal'? In reply to this question the 

essence of Plato's doctrine of Forms or Ides can be mentioned: The universal concept is 

not an abstract form devoid of objective content or references, but that to each true 

universal concept there corresponds an objective reality. 

Plato's positive doctrine of knowledge, in which degrees or levels of awareness 

are distinguished according to objects, is set out in the famous passage of The Republic 

that gives us the simile of the line.* 1 Comp~estone has schematized the matter with the 

help ofa diagram in his book "A History ofF'hilosophy (Vol.I) *2 

Neosis 

Knowledge 

Dianoia 

Pis tis 

Opinio 

Eikasia 

The development of human mind on its way from ignorance to knowledge, lies 

_over two main fields, that of opinion and that of knowledge. It is only the later that can 

properly be termed knowledge. Opinion is said to be concerned with 'images', while 

knowledge, is concerned with originals or archetypes. It is possible to progress from one 

state of mind to the other, to be 'converted·, as it were; and when a man comes to realise 
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that what he formerly took to be originals are in reality only images or copies, his state 

of mind is no longer that of opinion, it has been converted to knowledge. 

The line, however, is now divided into two sections; each section is again sub

divided, thus there are two degrees of knowledge and two degrees of opinion. Plato tells 

us that the lowest degree, that of eikasia, has as its objects, in the first place, "images" or 

"shadows", and in the second place "reflections in water and in solid, smooth, bright 

substances, and everything of the kind." Plato says that the objects of the pistis section 

are the real objects corresponding to the images of the eikasia section of the line. This 

implies, for instance, that the man who judges that external nature is true reality, and 

who does not see that it is a more or less 'unreal' copy of the invisible world has only 

pistis. He is not so badly off a5 the dreamer who thinks that the images that he sees are 

the real world, but he has no true knowledge 

The higher division of line is not connected with sensible objects, but with the 

invisible world. But how does noesis in the restricted sense differ from dianoia? Plato 

says that the objects of dianoia is what the soul is compelled to investigate by the aid of 

imitations of the former segments, wliich it employs as images, starting from hypothesis 

and proceeding, not to a first principle, but to a conclusion. The geometer, says Plato, 

assumes the triangle, etc., as known, adopts these "materials" as hypothesis, and then, 

employing a visible diagram, argues to a conclusion, being interested, however, not in 

the diagram itself. Geometers thus emplo:7' figures and diagrams, but they are really 

endeavoring to behold those objects whiGh a person can only see with the eye of 

thought. 

One might have thought that the mathematical objects of this kind would be 

numbered among the Forms and that Plato would have equated the scientific knowledge 
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of the geometer with noesis proper; but he expressly declined to do so, and it is 

impossible to suppose that Plato was fi1ting his epistemological doctrines to the 

exigencies of his simile of the ~ine with its divisions. Rather must we suppose that Plato 

really meant to assert the existence of a clc.~.s of 'intermediaries'. It becomes quite clear 

from the sixth book of The Republic that the geometers do not mount up above their 

hypothetical premises, although taken in connection with a first principle these objects 

come within the domain of the pure reason These last words show that the distinction 

between the two segments of the upper part of the line is to be referred to a distinction of 

state of mind and not only to distinction of object. And it is expressly stated that 

understanding is intermediate between opini:;n and pure reason or knowledge. 

Plato further illustrated his episterr0logical doctrine by the famous allegory of 

the Cnve in the seventh book of The RepucEc.*3 To him the ascent of the mind from the 

lower sections of the line to the higher is ).n epistemological progress, and that Plato 

regarded this process, not so much as a con( nuous process of evolution but as a series of 

"conversions" from a less adequate to a mon: adequate cognitive state. 

Entry to Cave 

·--X Fire 

f-------------------l Raised way 

Little Wall on Screen 

r----------------·- Row of Prisoners 

Walls on which shadmvs are thrcvm 

In the Republic we arc told about " cinematic cave in which prisonc1 s ~it on a 

bench with their backs to an npening and a :!.fCat fire beyond, they sec only the shadows 
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of a sort of a passmg puppet show cast on the wall before them. In this allegory 

pnsoners represent the majority of manki'nd, that multitude of people who remam all 

their lives in a state of dkasia, beholding only shadows of reality and hearing only 

echoes of the truth. Their view of the world is most inadequate; distorted. They have not 

wished to escape from their prison-house. Moreover, if they were suddenly freed and 

told to look at the realities of which they had formerly seen the shadows, they would be 

blinded by the glare of the light, and would ~magine that the shadows were far more real 

than the realities. 

However, if one of the prisoners e3caped and got accustomed to the light, he 

will, after a time, be able to look at the concrete sensible objects. This man is in a state 

of Pistis, having been 'converted' from the shadow-world of eikasia, though he has not 

yet ascended to the world of intelligible, non-sensible realities. If he perseveres and 

comes out of the cave into the sunlight, he vvill see the world of sun-illumined and clear 

objects which represent intelligible realities, and lastly, though only by an effort, he will 

be able to see the sun itself, which represents the Idea of the Good, the highest Form, 

"the universal cause of all things right and beautiful - the source of truth and reason". 

He will then be in a state of noesis. 

The allegory of Plato makes it clear I~at the 'ascent' of the line was regarded as a 

progress, though this progress is not a continuous and automatic process; it needs effort 

and mental discipline. Hence his insistence on the great importance of education, 

whereby the young may be brought gradually to behold eternal and absolute truths and 

values, and so saved from passing their lives ;n the shadow world of error. 

This education is of primary imponu1ce in the case of the would be statesmen. 

Statesmen and rulers will be blind leaders of the blind, if they dwell in the spheres of 
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eikasia and pistis. Plato's interest in the epistemological ascent is thus not mere 

academic. He is concerned with the conduct of life, tendency of the soul and with the 

good of the state and the statesman who do ~s not realise the true good of the State will 

bring ruin on his people. 

1. Plato, The Republic of Plato, ed. By Ernest Rhys, (Dent & Sons Ltd. London), 

pp.204-206. 

2. Coplesptone, A Histmy of PhilosGfJh~=, Vol-I, (Doubleday, New York, 1993), 

pp.l51-152. 

3. Plato, The Republic of Plaia, ed. By Er:lest Rhys, (J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd. London), 

pp.207-210. 
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PERSPECTIVE OF PLATO'S THEORY OF EDUCATION IN THE REPUBLIC 

In The Republic Plato wanted to gi'!e a description of ideal and just state. The 

basis for such a state, he says, is the association of people based on need (369b-c). 

People are not self-sufficient, and they have different needs. A state will emerge when 

we have a group of people, whose self-interest is far-sighted enough for them to 

specialize and divide their tasks. Specialization of tasks is required for the need of all to 

be fulfilled in the best available ways. The principle of specialization is important for 

Plato to show that it answers to what is found in nature and is not merely a conventional 

way of arranging matters; if it were, then th-e justice found in the ideal state would have 

no better claim to be what justice really is Sven when pressing need is not in question, 

Plato thinks that principle of specialization is the right way to think. 

Catering to all the different needs means that more territory is required , so we get 

an army .A good army , also must be specialized . So Socretes expansion the qualities 

that these soldiers need; gradually we find that the soldier class is called the 'Guardians' 

and interest shifts to the training necessary for them to be, not just good organizers and 

rulers of the city. The ideally just state is developed from a realistic theory of human 

nature. This comes out graphically as the way through which the guardians are 

developed from the army. They turn out, eventually, to illustrate the highe.st 

development of human reason; but they begin, prosaically enough, the army needed for 

aggressive expansion, if the city is to have enough resources to meet the citizen's needs, 

the real argument starts from the fact about human nature and co-operation which we see 
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at work in the luxurious city-needs lead to a specialized army which becomes the 

guardians. 

Plato claimed that the Guardians should be the rulers in the state as they are 

considered to be the best people for the job. This claim is filled out by the lengthy 

account given of their education, which sho'NS us what it is for people to be brought up 

to have qualities that fit them to rule. 

For this reason Plato recurs the discussion of education, it's nature and 

application throughout The Republic. He i5 not offering a detachable "Philosophy of 

Education" that can be safely extract from the argument about the state. His account of 

education is in fact of interest even to those who reject his fundamenta] political 

assumptions. Plato has been led by the needs of his argument to think hard about the 

nature of education; and while many of the details of his proposals are of interest only to 

the student of Greek culture, his proposals about the form and content of education raise 

issues in philosophy and education that are clearly relevant today. 

Nature and needs for Education : 

Education is the positive means by which the ruler can shape human nature in 

right direction to produce a harmonious s·:ate, Plato himself called it "the one great 

thing"; if the citizens are well educated they will be ready to see through the difficulties 

that beset them and meet emergencies as they arise. Rousseau said that Republic was 

hardly a political work at all, but was the g:-eatest treatise on education ever written. If 

virtue is knowledge, it can be taught, and the educational system to teach it is the one 

indispensable part of a just state. 

From Plato's point of view, wirh a good system of education almost any 

Impro-.,ement is possible. The state cannot leave education to private demand and a 
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commercialised source of supply but must itself provide the needed means, must see 

citizens actually get the training they require, and must be sure that the education 

supplied is consonant with the harmony and wellbeing of the state. Plato's plan of 

education is, therefore, for a state-controlled system of compulsory education. 

Plato's educational scheme falls naturally into two parts : ( 1) the elementary 

educaiion, which includes the training of young persons upto about the age of 20 and 

culminates in the beginning of military service; (2) higher education, intended for those 

selected persons of both sexes who are to be members of the two ruling classes and 

extending from the age of 20 to 35. It is r_ecessary to consider these two branches of 

education separately. 

Some definite reasons are there for which Plato innovated a compulsory, state

directed scheme of education. He criticized the Athenian democratic practice of leaving 

every man to purchase for his children such education as he fancies or as market affords. 

The Athenian exclusion of women from education falls under the same criticism. Since 

Plato believed that there was no difference in kind between the native capacities of boys 

and girls, he logica1ly concluded that both should receive the same kind of instruction 

and that woman should be eligible to the· 5"!ame offices as men. 

Plato spoke of the important role of :he state in education. But it is extraordinary 

that Plato never discusses the training of the artisans and does not even make clear, how, 

if at all, they are to be included in the plan of elementary education. He intended to 

promote promising children born of artisc.n parents. But his plan of such promotion 

seems to be wholly unworkable unless a co:npetitive educational system made selection 

possible. So, it is at least true that he set ne: great store by general education, much as he 

relied on selective education for the more gifted youth 
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PLATO'S CURRICULAM OF EDUCATION : 

Education, as Plato considers, would cover the whole of a child's development. 

So, it has to be stated from the very begirming. In The Republic the details of how the 

life of the young is to be organized are left vague. In a much later work, The Laws, we 

find that he would begin before birth, by making pregnant women take certain exercises, 

and continue by regulating children's games and trying to produce ambidexterity in all 

children. He actually wanted to make a re~cJrm by combining the training usually given 

to the son of an Athenian gentleman with the state-controlled training given to a 

youthful Spartan. The curriculum was therefore divided into two parts, gymnastics for 

the training of body and music for the training of mind. By music Plato meant especially 

the study and interpretation of the master pieces of poetry, as well as singing and playing 

the lyre, Plato's theory of education has a genuine Spartan feature. It was the dedication 

of education exclusively to civic training. By music might be called a training of the 

mind through the body, as distinguished from direct training of the mind by music. It is 

meant to teach such soldierly qualities as ~;elf control and courage, a physical keenness 

tempered by gentleness. The rhythm ·and h.irmony of music permit the inner-part of the 

soul, bring graciousness to it, and make the strongest impression, making a man gracious 

if he has the right kind of upbringing; if he has not, the opposite is true. The man who 

has been properly nurtured in this area will priase beautiful things, rejoice in them, 

receive them into his soul, he is nurtured by them and become both good and beautiful 

in character. He will rightly object to what i.3 ugly and hate it while still young before he 

can grasp the reason and when reason com;;:; he who has been reared thus will welcome 

it and easily recognise it because of its kinshi;J with himself. 
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Plato regarded poetry and the highest form of literature as a means of moral and 

religious education. For this reason he proposed not only to expurgate drastically the 

poets of the past, but to submit the poets of the future to censorship by the rulers of the 

state in order that nothing of bad moral influence might fall into the hand of the young. 

In rejecting the poetic form for the dialogue Plato is perhaps suggesting that poetry 

stresses the emotional side of human beluviour while the more prose-like dialogue 

highlights the rational. 

Plato's most original proposal in The Republic is the system of higher education, 

by which selected students are to be prepared, between the ages of twenty and thirty 

five, for the highest positions in the guardi::.:1 class. Plato's conception of Academy was 

a necessary condition for the successful application of Plato's theory of education. The 

idea of Academy was entirely and charao:eristically his own. For the curriculum of 

higher education of the professional Plato suggests scientific studies like Mathematics, 

astronomy and Logic. This most exact stuoies are the only adequate introduction to the 

study of philosophy and he expected the philosopher's special o~ject of study to yield 

· results of comparable precision and exactness. For this reason the outline of the ideal 

state properly culminates in the plan for an education in which such studies would be 

fostered, new investigations would be undertaken and new knowledge placed at the 

disposal of rulers. 

APPLICATION OR IMPLEMENTATIO_'l OF THE PLANS: 

Plato describes the training of his Guardians' characters as very important. 

Education is to produce people who are c..rtracted to good and feel repulsion for evil, 

tlnding it ugly and vulgar. Goodness or fineness of speech, music, form, and rhythm 

follow on goodness of character, he claims. and lack of form, rhythm, and harmony are 
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akin to poor language and poor character. Plato suggests that we should develop in 

young children attitudes of attraction to what they will later see as morally good and 

repulsion to what they will later learn to be morally bad. Morality will be to them a 

comprehensible extension and reinforcement of the attitudes that are familiar to them 

already. Morality will thus be a natural comfortable part of everyday life. We are 

familiar with the problems of a man who thinks it is wrong to discriminate against 

women. Plato would see this as a fault in education: these people have been brought up 

to find the wrong things attractive and repulsive, and the result is a chronic conflict in 

the moral personality. Many of Plato's actual educational suggestions are designed 

precisely to avoid such a conflict. 

Plato put forward two crucial aspects of character : ( l) what is developed by 

physical exercise and (2) what is developed by training in the arts. What this implies is 

important, for the character that is to be trained has both physical and non-physical 

aspects. He considers that even physical trc..ining is for the sake of the soul and not the 

body, but this does not imply that the soul might become detached from the body. Plato 

is the first thinker to defend the role '.Jf education systematically rather than an 

acquisition of information or skills. He 5ay.5, education is not a transfer of knowledge 

into the soul. It is more like training the ey.o:. to the light. Education can only provide the 

right conditions in which the right kind of mind can develop its capacities. It increases 

the breadth of vision, justness of judgement. sharpness in argument, and appreciation of 

what is relevant. The final products of the Guardians' further education are the 

philosophers in whom reason is most fully developed and whose rule is based on the 

claim that their understanding .of matters k r the welfare of the state surpasses that of 

everyone else. 
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But a question may raise why wou!d the education that Plato describes produce 

people capable of innovative and original thought? In reply Plato thinks that further 

studies begin with mathematics because it might seem that capacity for creative work in 

mathematics is more likely than any other to survive an enforced conformity in values. 

Plato says that arithmetic and geomerry and other mathematical studies must be 

introduced to the children, but not made compulsory. Enforced exercise does not harm 

the body, but enforced learning never stays in the soul. The kind of teaching which is to 

develop later, provided it is not squashed by bad teaching, is of a sure and abstract kind 

which is relatively independent ofthe result5. ofthe early moral training. 

Plato's view of education is authori·:arian in nature and does not emphasise on 

the arts. His view is authoritarian in two w2.ys. It is the only education offered. Plato is 

quite frank about the prevention of alternative systems, or the presentation of alternative 

values as desirable. Free intellectual inquiry is to be limited to the elite who have come 

through the long secondary education. When the children mature, they are to reinforce 

the beliefs that have been brought about already, not to induce a questioning and critical 

attitude. 

It is undeniable that Plato's educational system a1ms to 1mpose on children a 

single set of values in such a way that the:y will not be seriously sceptical about them 

either at the time or later in life. But, education should aim to produce people who are 

autonomous in that they can think independently and can ask themselves whether they 

find it better to continue to hold the values in which they were brought up, or to choose 

to live by another set of values. Plato thinks that receptiveness to accepted moral values 

in youth can co-exist with an intellectually adventurous mind in maturity. But he is not 

entitled to take for granted the acceptability of an authoritarian approach to education. 
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Plato's main reason for refusing to tolerate a plurality of moral teachings is that 

he thinks both that there is a moral truth to be known, and that we can be sure that we 

have it. Actually, it is only the consciousness of alternatives that makes one's possession 

of a moral belief something that has any hold on the imagination, rather than a d.ull and 

remote dogma. Plato thought that people should not be critical about their beliefs 

because this would make them alienated and anemic, whereas what he wanted was a 

society in which people felt secure and integrated into their roles. Encouraging people to 

be critical of received beliefs would seem to him to promote useless worry and 

unhappiness. 

Apparently Plato does not attach importance to educating people to be 

autonomous because they are convinced of their rightness, rather than relying on 

authority. It is a good thing that a small elite, who have been sleeted for their intellectual 

competence, should go through a process of asking for the grounds for all beliefs 

accepted on any authority. But the question is that what will be the role or contribution 

of the ordinary, intellectually mediocre people? Plato has denied us the answer. We 

might object that it is valuable for any individual to go through a process of self doubt 

and self questioning; indeed we tend to assume that this is actually necessary for a 

square sense of self Plato take~. no account of this. 

Plato's theory of education does not develop individual personality. People are 

encouraged to develop in such a way as to hold firmly the beliefs appropriate to the kind 

of person they are, rather than w set up the;r own individual judgements as a test of what 

each will find acceptable. In three ways 'Ve can show the unimportance to him of 

individual's own view point on his or her life 
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Firstly people who oppose accepted legal and moral norms are not given the 

dignity of being rebels, but are thought of as defective and incurable in soul. They are 

thought of as having something wrong with them which should be dealt with regardless 

of their opinion on the matter_ 

Secondly, Plato is very rigid about applying his ideal of what is normaL He never 

considers the possibility that an individual E1ight find sources of value in his or her life 

other than approved, standard ones. He thinks that no individual can practice virtue if he 

cannot lead a normally healthy life. It is no·.: from personal hardness but from reasoned 

convicti~n, that Plato denies that an individc.al life can be valuable to the person if he or 

she is deviant morally of-physically from the approved norms. 

Thirdly, Plato thinks that even an individual who had led a healthy normal life 

will lose any reason for living if he or she ceases to be normal, even physically. 

Plato is very sketchy about the curri::::ulum of his education of the arts. Poetry is 

the most important art form for two reasons. It formed extensive part of children's 

education. Poetry involved performing, because it was always recite? or sung, not read 

silently, and it formed a major part of childr:m's education. Another part is that epic and 

dramatic poetry had high status and influence on Greek life. He is more concerned about 

people having faulty and limited beliefs picked up from the poetry and literature they 

know, than with their being insensitive ofncxctral or artistic beauty. 

In terms of poetry Plato makes a distinction between narration or poetry and 

mimesis or imitation. Narration is the poet's telling what happened in his own person. 

Imitation is talking on the character of another. Plato is very concerned about the effects 

of imitation on the person imitatin-g. 
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We can understand the difference between narration and imitation or acting a 

role because the later involves performance. He makes the distinction between imitative 

and non-imitative poetry the basis of his distinction between good and bad poetry, since 

he thinks that imitation is dangerous and bad. Imitation has potentially bad effects on the 

person who imitates or acts a role who may become like the person he or she imitates, 

and thus risks becoming morally worse, or split and dis-unified, many persons, instead 

of one. The Guardians must strive to be single-mindedly excellent, and imitation, if 

freely allowed, might upset this. 

A standard objection is that Plato is ignoring the difference between life and art. 

We are aware of the difference between ourselves and the characters imitation, whether 

we or others are doing the imitating. For Plato imitating fictional characters is dangerous 

only because function is the context where this usually happens. We can appreciate 

Plato's concern because we are encouraged. in our reading of novels, biographies, and 

some poetry to identify ourselves with characters, and this is his real target. 

Plato is against imitation. He expresses two objections and we can find, 

. . 
implicitly, a third. ImitatiQn, he claims'both b~ers the character ·and fragments it. It may 

expand the horizons for the worse to identi:·), with someone doing a callous or revolting 

or treacherous deed. Plato thinks that ;'tot all experience is worth-having, even 

vicariously. Literature changes people, and enlarges their experience, and it is not clear 

that this is always good. And because peop e are affected by what they read, or see, as 

well as by what they themselves do, Plate has a point also in claiming that imitation 

tends to undermine unity of character. 

Plato is. consistently hc;stile to tragedy and epic, because the force of much of 

tragedy lies m the moral conflict embodied m what happens. For him conflict at the 
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moral level is always, at least to some extent, a matter or appearance, a faulty or partial 

view point. In the end, the moral conflict is resolved. 

Plato's objections to the effects of imitation do not apply with any precision's to 

all poetry. His strictures leave room for the -::xistence of good poetry to be helpful in the 

ideally just state, creating an emotionally s:Jstaining background to the training that will 

make the Guardians good people. He makes a distinction between (1) the good man's 

style, which will use little imitation and (2) that of the bad man, who will set no bounds 

at all to his imitating. He is caught between the idea that imitation is all right as long as 

only morally certified models are imitated, and the idea that there is some thing morally 

fishy about imitation as such. 

Some interpreters have thought that Plato is making a deep point here. The good 

man's poetry, they claim, is both imitative and non-imitative. It is imitation in a good 

sense, and not imitative in a bad sense. Bac poetry and art are imitative in the sense of 

merely copying the appearances of things. Good poetry and art, on the other hand are 

imitative in the sense of giving a perceptibh:: representation of ideals and concepts in a 

forn) that can be appreciated by those who would. not be capable of purely intellectual 

understanding. So to be properly educated it is necessary to recognize the different 

forms of moderation and courage, or generosity and munificence They are to be 

recognised in their kindred qualities and opposites too, as they occur everywhere, and 

are perceived wherein they occur, both themselves and their images. We are not to 

despise them in small things or in great, be·: recognize that this is part of the same craft 

and training. 

Plato thinks that the arts are very important because of their effects; SO, it is a 

crucial part of education. This comes from Plato's stress on the formation of character 
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rather than academic development But he finds it hard to say, concretely what good art 

will be, and the importance of art does not lead to envisaging an important role for the 

artist 
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Appendix to the chapters on Plato 

I. The following chart shows how, for Plato, men who fully free their minds from 

the funds of changing sensibles ascend to the highest grade of knowledge or 

neosis or understanding. The chart is based on the parable of the cave in the 

Republic. 

THE FOUR GRADES OF COGNITION 

Men Fully Liberated 

Noesis : Understanding Without Images - Dialectic 

Ideas (Univcr:;als) 

The Realm (Sun:Good} 
of the 

Intelligible Knowled J and Men Beyond Cave 

Knowable Dianoesis : Reasoning With Images-Mathematics 

Mathematics (Particulars) 

Dividing Wall I 
Entrance to Cave I Dividing Wall 

lv!en Unbound in Cave 

Berlief: Sense perception 

(Fire: Sensible Sun) 

Images of Ideas 

The Cave (Natural and Artificial Things) 
of the 

I Sensible Opinio 

and lvfen In Choms 

Opinable Conjecture: Shadow-Sensation 

Reflections of Images 

"' (Shadows and Echoes) 

Inside \Vall 



II. The part of the following table which specially concerns us is the division 
between eikastic (or realistic) images and phantastic (or imaginative) Here Plato seems 
to be attempting to deal, though perhaps not very decisively with a question which is 
prominent in ancient theory of art, that of illusion. 

Acquisitive 
e.g. hunting 

ART 

Divine (of nature) 

Real (of 
originals) 
e.g., 
(lnim:~k 

Of Images (eidola) 
dreams reflections 
shadows 

Productive 

I 

Of Originals 
(e.g., a house) 

Of likeness by art 
eikastike, exact in all 
dimensions, with colors 

By tools [painting 
sculpture music] 

With knowledge 
[acting?] 

Simple-mindedly 

I 

In public 
(Demogogue) 

Of Images I 
I 

Of semblance's 
(phantasmai) by art 
phantastike 

I 
By mimicry 

I 
Ignorantly 

Insincerely 

In private 
(Sophist) 


